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Cruffins. Piecakes. Boozy donuts.
Dessert mashups are all the rage.
Here’s what independent bakers need
to know to capitalize on this trend.
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to use it. As an inclusion, decoration, topping, you
name it! Bite-sized and miniature desserts continue
to be a top trend for baked goods. The key is to
balance permissibility and enjoyment through
moderate indulgence; what better way to do that
than a mini-sized chocolate chip?
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Summer: The Perfect Time
To Bring Mashup Mania to Life
With wedding season in full swing and the summer months upon us, bakeries from coast to coast
gear up to deliver best-in-class products to their customers at one of the busiest times of year. Yet,
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Serhat: We lived in Toronto for many years, and during the summer, we would
take family trips to a beautiful area in Canada called Muskoka, where we would
enjoy afternoon picnics featuring the local produce. The cherries and raspberries
made for some delicious pies!
These are exactly the types of moments we hope to help you bring your customers this summer
through our consumer trend: Mashup Mania. With consumers’ expectations high—craving unique
parings and fusions of textures, forms and flavors—now is the perfect time to experiment with new
flavors and ingredients and elevate the overall experience you provide your customers.
From Cruffins and piecakes to red velvet waﬄes, there are countless ways to bring the unexpected
to your customers, and Dawn is here to help you bring these ideas to life. We’re passionate about
helping our customers succeed, and ultimately, drive your business forward. Through our research
and insights into the Mashup Mania trend, we are eager to help bakers make more informed
business decisions and better meet consumer demands in the marketplace.
Intrigued? You’re in luck, as this issue explores Mashup Mania—the perfect trend to bring
innovative desserts to your menu and get your bakery noticed by summer travelers.
We hope you have the opportunity to create your own summertime memories and get inspired
with new ways to excite and elevate your menu by putting a twist on everyday classics. As we look
to the summer ahead, we are both looking forward to time with our families, whether up in Canada
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enjoying fresh berries and greens or eating some delicious Mackinac fudge!
Sincerely,
3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, MI 49201
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Know Your Proﬁt
Potential
More than 85% of full-time
food trucks generate at least

$100,000
in annual
gross income

Category Marketing Manager
Dana Sosnowski

of excitement in trying new foods and sampling unique baked goodies along the way. Both of us

Carrie: As a Michigan native, I would look forward to taking summer road
trips to Mackinac Island with my family. I look back fondly on these memories
and can almost taste the amazing fudge just thinking about it!
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Senior Director,
Global Communications & Corporate Branding
Jonathan Aplin

delight visitors with sweet treats and rewards to draw them into your bakery when away from home.

have fond summer memories:

Food trucks give bakeries a new way to reach
consumers—and accelerate sales. Take these
steps to start up your own sweets mobile.

Vice President of Marketing
Becky Loveland

Senior Manager, Marketing Communications
Alexis Gilbert

our parents took us to local eateries on long-anticipated family trips. There was always a sense

ON THE
RISE

DAWN FOODS ADVISORY BOARD

with travelers hitting the road for summer road trips, bakeries have an opportunity to surprise and
For many, summer is the gateway to special childhood memories, taking us back to when

Revenue on the Road

Factor into your
potential profitability:
• Truck acquisition and
maintenance costs
• Labor
• Local legislation
Forecast resource
and equipment needs by
deciding when you’ll make
and finish items.
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Scope Your Space

Cities with the most food trucks
per capita:
• Orlando, Florida
• Charleston,
South Carolina
• Portland, Oregon
Locations to consider:
• Farmers markets
• Parks
• College campuses
Seek market opportunities:
Even food truck-saturated
areas may be missing
dessert options.
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Use Social to
Become a Street
Corner Name

2.3x
2x

Build a
Winning
Menu

83%

of consumers snack daily
Facebook posts with images
get 2.3x more engagement

Tweets with hashtags get
2x more engagement
Encourage customers to
post pictures on Twitter and
Instagram with a custom hashtag.

Top-selling food truck items include
cupcakes and crepes
Pare down your menu
to premium breakfast
and snack offerings.

Sources: “Survey Results: What Is the Average Income for a Food Truck Operator?,” FoodTruckEmpire.com, April 20, 2017; “America’s Top Foodie Cities,” Chloe Mulliner, Expedia, Oct. 12, 2016; “The Legal Side of
Owning a Food Truck,” Entrepreneur; “Trend Insight: Snacking & Indulgence,” FONA International, Jan. 9, 2017; “15 Best Selling Food Truck Foods and Menu Items,” Madison Morgan, Insider Monkey, Nov. 6, 2017;
“Building Breakfast Business,” National Restaurant Association; “How To Massively Boost Your Blog Traffic With These 5 Awesome Image Stats,” Andrianes Pinantoan, Buzzsumo, May 20, 2015; “Twitter Cheat Sheet
to Increase Engagement and Followers,” Linchpin SEO

FROM THE
PANTRY
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INNOVATION
STATION

TEAMING UP

Tasty? Yes. Profitable? Check.
#Instaworthy? Definitely.
These crazy treats can do it all
for your bakery this summer and beyond.

In 2016, after Kristal Bryant read about
an eatery in Australia selling unique
milkshakes, she decided to explore the
dessert in her bakery, K&J’s Elegant
Pastries, in Alabaster, Alabama. Thus was
born the K&J Original: a vanilla-chocolate
swirl milkshake topped with whipped
cream, a brownie, cookies-and-cream ice
cream sandwiched between chocolate chip
cookies, chocolate syrup, Oreo crumbs
and a cherry. “It’s massive,” Bryant says.
“And it’s our best-seller.” The K&J Original
kicked off a menu of Kolossal Milkshakes
that have dramatically boosted business.
“Sales have increased 300 percent,” she
continues. “It’s crazy how fast one product
made that happen.”

A Cool Deal
Towering inches—sometimes feet—high,
extreme milkshakes can be topped with all
things dessert: candy, syrups, nuts, fruit,

The Right Fit
These must-have clothing
items can help keep bakers
comfortable and safe
without breaking the bank.

WELLEQUIPPED

pastries and more. While the number of
ingredients may seem costly, the shakes’
premium nature keeps them profitable,
Bryant says. And they require little
advertising. Customers’ photos of Kolossal
Milkshakes on social media spread the
word quickly, increasing K&J’s Facebook
follower number organically—from
roughly 3,000 to more than 30,000.

Push Your Creativity
In addition to using her own tastes to
develop shakes, Bryant works with her sales
rep at Blue Bell Ice Cream and uses new
flavors for seasonal Kolossal Milkshakes.
For last summer’s shake, Bryant jumped
on a viral trend: “Unicorns and rainbow
colors were so hot, so we were trying to
come up with something bright and fun,”
she explains. Enter the K&J Cotton Candy,
a favorite among kids: a cotton candy ice
cream shake with strawberry syrup topped

Find the full recipe at
DawnFoods.com/
ExtremeMilkshake
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with whipped cream, cotton
candy, a cotton candy cupcake, pink and
blue Sixlets, sprinkles and a lollipop.

Test for Success
A lot of testing goes into ensuring all
the components of extreme milkshakes
work together. When customers asked
K&J’s for a Reese’s-flavored shake, Bryant
spent six months trying various ice cream
combinations before finally landing on
the winner: vanilla ice cream mixed with
chopped Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups. The
hard work paid off: “People travel for hours
to come and get these shakes,” Bryant says.
“It’s insane.”

7
6
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STRAWBERRY DESSERT
EXTRAVAGANZA MILKSHAKE

RUNNING SHOES
Like most bakers, Jennifer Taylor-Miller, founder of FattyCakesNY in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, stands on
her feet all day, so wearing the right shoes is a must. A simple running sneaker does the trick. “New
Balance running shoes keep me from sliding all over the place,” Taylor-Miller says. And the extra
cushioning prevents pain, even after a long day of baking, she adds. Price: $64.99 to $199.99

APRON WITH POCKETS
This simple staple has it all: pockets, full coverage, adjustable straps and a professional look.
Best of all, stains from cleaning chemicals don’t appear on this Choice White Full-Length
Bib Apron with Pockets. Price: $2.79

MOISTURE-WICKING T-SHIRT

1

With more than a dozen business partnerships, Cake
Crumbs Bakery & Café in Denver has brought in a
variety of new customers. And these results aren’t
uncommon: 57 percent of businesses use partnerships
to acquire customers, according to the Business
Performance Innovation Network. “My
philosophy on partnerships is partly to do with
a marketing opportunity, and partly to do with
supporting other locally owned businesses,” says
Cake Crumbs owner Katie Magner. Check out her
tips for developing winning business relationships.

1

Establish Systems Upfront

Cake Crumbs works with a climbing gym to
offer a deal where children’s birthday parties
include a custom cake from the bakery. Early on,
Cake Crumbs would sometimes receive these orders
from customers and sometimes from the gym. To
eliminate confusion, Magner required the gym to
communicate orders. “We can be sure the orders are
coming by way of that relationship, so everyone gets
the credit they deserve,” Magner explains.

9

— Ashley Greene Bernick

General Manager Lee Laurie prioritizes comfort at Butter Lane Cupcakes in New York City. “Since
you do so much moving, you have to [avoid] wearing anything too tight,” he says. His go-to?
T-shirts from Uniqlo’s AIRism line, made with breathable fabric. Price: $9.90
— Jessica Boden
6

Joining forces with other businesses can grow
your bakery’s presence in the community.

3

Extr eme Milkshak es

BEST
PRACTICE

1

Strawberry ice cream
shake

2
3

Glazed donut holes

4
5

Strawberry kiwi skewer

6

Mini cheesecake

7
8
9

Strawberry-filled churro

Strawberry Danish
pinwheel skewer

Chocolate-covered
strawberries skewer

Brownie skewer
Whipped cream

Photo by Deb Fletcher
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Promote the
Partnership

3

Understand Their Products

Both businesses can extend their reach
when they actively promote each
other’s products. In addition to in-store
advertisements, Cake Crumbs plugs
its business ties online. Magner points
to the example of a partnership with
a local photography studio: When
the studio does first-birthday photo
shoots, it requests a smash cake from
Cake Crumbs. The bakery then tags the
studio on its Instagram page.

When staff master the nuances of partner
businesses, they can market them more
effectively—and ensure stronger relationships. For
instance, Cake Crumbs’ Denver-based coffee supplier,
Novo Coffee, trains bakery employees on its products.
“We learn about how they expect their product to be
served,” Magner says. Taking the time to understand
their offerings demonstrates that you want to do right
by them, she adds.
— Emelia Fredlick

A closer look
at the hybrid
dessert craze

49%

of chefs named dessert hybrids
a hot trend last year

35 minutes
How quickly the first batch
of Cronuts sold out

32%

of consumers are interested in
dessert-alcohol fusions

28%

are interested in hybrid desserts

Cruffins. Piecakes. Boozy donuts. Dessert mashups are all the rage.
Here’s what bakers need to know to capitalize on this trend.

W

hat were you baking when the
Cronut hit? Maybe you were
halfway through a batch of
cupcakes—the baked good du
jour before New York Pastry
Chef Dominique Ansel first
crossed a croissant with a donut. Or perhaps it was
cake pops, the humble hybrid that few even consider a
fusion dessert.
Wherever you were in May 2013, you likely weren’t
expecting the reverberations of Dominique Ansel Bakery’s
magnum opus: the trend of dessert mashups, from muffies
to bonuts to piecakes to mallomacs. Though some expected
the mashup mania to be short-lived, research published
by Datassential found that two years after the Cronut

launched, 28 percent of consumers were still interested in
hybrid desserts. Mashups’ reign continues today, with artisanal bakeries, restaurant chains and food manufacturers
offering products created from mixing unique flavors,
textures, dessert types and more.
But combining desserts shouldn’t just be about jumping
on a bandwagon. It’s innovation, pure and simple, that can
breathe fresh life into a menu and get a bakery noticed.
“Pastry as a whole has been held hostage by tradition since
forever,” says Aaron Caddel, CEO and founder of Mr.
Holmes Bakehouse, the San Francisco progenitors of the
Cruffin (a croissant-muffin). “Our whole gig is to examine
tradition and see what works and what doesn’t.”
What lies behind the hybrid dessert is the spirit of reinvention. What baker can’t get behind that?

Story by Kate Rockwood
Photos by Deb Fletcher
Illustration by Carolyn Duff

MASHUPS
POPULATING
TODAY’S MENUS:
Six-layer browniechocolate chip cookie
cake, created by
BAKE Chicago

Savory desserts
S’mores flavors
Cookie dough-infused creations
Cereal and cereal milk
Dessert waffles
Sources: Datassential; “What’s Hot: 2017 Culinary Forecast,”
National Restaurant Association, 2017; “S’mores: Not Just
for the Campfire Anymore,” Becky Krystal, The Washington
Post, Feb. 2, 2017; “Year In Review: Cronut Timeline 2013,”
Merrill Shindler, Food Arts, December 2013

DawnFoods.com
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MASHUPS
THAT
MADE
HISTORY

The More-IsMore-Is-More
PUMPECAPPLE PIECAKE AT THREE
BROTHERS BAKERY IN HOUSTON

Dubbed the turducken of desserts,
the Pumpecapple Piecake stands 11
inches tall, weighs 23.5 pounds and
is made up of three layers of pies
baked within cakes: pumpkin pie
in pumpkin spice cake,
chocolate pecan pie
in chocolate cake and
apple pie in spice cake.

April 2008: Exactly who

invented the CAKE POP remains unclear.
But as soon as home baking blogger
Angie Dudley of Bakerella displays her
cutesy cake-lollipop combo on Martha
Stewart’s TV show, cake pops are
suddenly everywhere.

November 2008:

May 2013:

New York’s
Dominique Ansel Bakery unveils the
CRONUT; the croissant-donut kicks off
a hybrid frenzy.

June 2013:

Bea Vo, a
London-based baker, is tasked by British
newspaper London Evening Standard with
devising her own fusion dessert, and she
invents the TOWNIE—aka the brownie tart.

13 pounds Dawn R&H® Macaroon
Cookie Mix
10 pounds Dawn R&H® Brownie Mix
72 macaroon cookies (optional)
6 pounds chocolate drizzle (optional)
6 pounds caramel drizzle (optional)
Make macaroon batter according to bag
directions. Prepare 12 9-inch pie tins, and
press 14 ounces of the batter into each.
Set aside remaining batter.
Make brownie batter according to bag
directions and pour 18 ounces into each
prepared macaroon crust.

January 2018: San

Scoop reserved macaroon batter into
tablespoon-sized balls and press them
into the pie crusts’ edges.
Bake pies at 375 F for 40 to 50 minutes.
Strawberry-filled
waffle puff pastry
Neapolitan ice
cream sandwich

Slice each pie into six pieces.
Optional: Top each slice with a macaroon
cookie and chocolate and caramel drizzles.
Yields 12 pies.

Archetype photos courtesy of The Doughnut Project, The Pie Hole, Three Brothers Bakery

Katherine Simpson,
Applications Chef, Dawn Foods

Splendid Ice Creams is one of the first to
combine a macaron with ice cream, and by
late summer 2016, more than 60,000 people
have posted pictures of MACARON-ICE
CREAM SANDWICHES on Instagram.
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CRUFFINS BY MR. HOLMES
BAKEHOUSE IN SAN FRANCISCO

CEREAL KILLER CHEESECAKE
AT THE PIE HOLE IN LOS ANGELES

You want an Italian cheesecake,
while your friend craves churros?
The Pie Hole can satisfy you both with a slice of
cheesecake in a Cinnamon Toast Crunch crust
that’s topped with even more cereal crunch
to emulate churro flavors. It’s no wonder this
seasonal special consistently sells out.

Some mashups maintain
distinct elements of two
traditional desserts. Others
create a cohesive new
pastry. The Cruffin is a prime
example of the latter: a lavish
hybrid of croissant and
muffin with a consistent
crumb throughout.

Inspo from bakeries around North America

RED VELVET WAFFLES FROM JOHNNY D’S WAFFLES
AND BAKERY IN MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA

The Adult Addition

This hybrid category ups the ante for sweet breakfast
foods by infusing a morning staple with a treat
normally reserved for after dinner. Almost four years
ago, Chef Jamie Saunders invented what she calls
her “wow-factor waffle”: a red velvet waffle made
with batter that’s 25 percent vanilla cake, 25 percent
chocolate cake and 50 percent waffle, with a splash of
red food coloring.

ROSÉ AND PROSECCO DONUTS FROM THE DOUGHNUT PROJECT IN NEW YORK

The Doughnut Project has had many fruitful partnerships with
alcohol makers. Working with the Bennett Bar yielded the
Strawberry Letter Fronut, made with a rosé and Campari aperol
cream and topped with strawberry glaze and shortbread crumble.
Partnering with Ruffino Wines led to a prosecco donut. A tip for
bakers ready to work with booze: “Hard liquors are more flavorful
and easier to work with,” says co-owner Leslie Polizzotto.

Macaroon Brownie Pie

August 2016: Jeni’s
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The Dough
Combo

The Ethnic
Crossover

The Breakfast/
Late-Night Mashup

Pastry Chef Christina Tosi opens
Momofuku Milk Bar (since abbreviated
to Milk Bar) in New York, where she
serves her now-famous CEREAL MILK
SOFT SERVE and best-selling COMPOST
COOKIES, made from pretzels, potato
chips, ground coffee and chocolate and
butterscotch chips.

Francisco’s Vive la Tarte marries savory
and sweet in the TACRO. A flaky, tacoshaped pastry crust that’s less sweet than
a croissant cradles savory ingredient
combinations like chicken and avocado,
and pulled pork and pineapple.

Sweet Mashup
Archetypes

MAKE YOUR OWN MASHUPS

FIVE TIPS FROM BAKERS WHO’VE
BEEN THERE, MASHED THAT.

Seek Out a
Challenge

Anchor in a
Bakery Staple

Have a
Clear Vision

Play Up
the Scarcity

Sometimes, the best
ideas come when you’ve
been put on the spot. The
Pumpecapple Piecake was
born after a food editor
challenged Three Brothers
Bakery in Houston to
bake a pie in a cake. And
baker Bea Vo created
the townie—a brownie
tart—after London
Evening Standard tasked
her with inventing a
dessert mashup to rival
the Cronut.

Familiar elements can
help ensure a mashup’s
longevity. “Even if you’re
using a trend, you need
to morph it into something that’s not a trend,”
says Jamie Saunders, chef
at Johnny D’s Waﬄes and
Bakery in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina, and
creator of the red velvet
waﬄe. “Waﬄes are not
a trend. People will be
eating waﬄes until the
end of time.”

Bakers need to experiment and tweak their
recipes to perfection,
but having a defined
goal at the outset can
save time and resources.
“You have to have that
visualization of what
things will look like
and how they’ll taste
when you’re doing it,”
says Three Brothers
Bakery co-owner Bobby
Jucker, who created the
Pumpecapple Piecake.

Consider launching
new dessert mashups
as exclusive, limitededition items. The
novelty of the
dessert won’t wear
off as quickly as
that of permanent
menu additions,
and if consumers
respond to your
creation with strong
demand, you can
revive it seasonally
or periodically.

Put Social
Media
To Work
The rise of
foodie culture
and Instagram
have steered
many bakeries toward photogenic desserts. “If you can create
a product that resonates with
your customer’s personal narrative, you can make your entire
PR and marketing budget disappear,” says Rene Montelongo,
brand director for San Francisco’s Mr. Holmes Bakehouse,
creator of the Cruffin.

Lemon
meringue
dessert
taco

made unintentionally because somebody misunderstood someone over the phone.”
The bakery ships between 4,000 and 5,000
king cakes during Mardi Gras season each year.
“We used to have to cut off our shipping because
we couldn’t get things manually keyed into the
computer as fast as the orders were coming in,”
Thigpen adds. “We can ship three to four times
as many as we used to when we had people
taking calls.”
Along with improving efficiency and output,
online order functionality can also increase a
bakery’s reach—an outcome Chicago’s Warm
Belly Bakery experienced when it began shipping its cookies nationwide in 2016.
“It helps us with exposure and doesn’t really
cost us anything besides the monthly subscription we pay to host [the online ordering platform],” says Chief Cookie Officer Joe Dela Pena.
“It’s added income for us and provides value for
the customers.”
If you want to set up an online store, consider
taking the following steps.

1 Determine Which Items to
Offer Customers
It’s a good idea to limit your online ordering
menu to items that travel well.
Warm Belly Bakery has a roster of 70
types of cookies, but it offers only about 10
at a time for local delivery and around 20
for shipped orders.
“We pared down the menu because some
of our items have things like frosting we
don’t feel would ship well,” Dela Pena says.
In addition, a limited menu can help
avoid waste and losses; you’ll be working
with a smaller variety of ingredients and
can make a few larger batches rather than
many small ones.

SWEETSELLING
Busy lifestyles are increasingly leading consumers
to seek out products and services that free up
time. Similarly, more bakeries are finding technologies that automate business tasks to help them
improve efficiency and spend more time doing
what they’re great at—baking and decorating.
Considering the higher value consumers and
bakery businesses alike place on saving time, it’s

12
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no surprise that online ordering was among the
top 10 retail bakery growth opportunities identified in a 2017 Bake magazine study.

A Boost From Automation
In addition to satisfying consumers’ desire for
easy ordering, adopting e-commerce can help
streamline bakery operations.

By Erin Brereton
That’s been the case at Paul’s Pastry Shop in
Picayune, Mississippi. Over the past decade,
accepting purchases online increased order
accuracy, says owner Sherri Paul Thigpen.
“The address, names and other information
are correct because they’re coming directly from
the customers,” Thigpen explains. “That has
[significantly reduced] the number of mistakes

Photo by Getty Images

Could online ordering capabilities raise
your bakery’s revenue potential?

2 Make Sure Inventory Aligns
With What’s Offered Online
Since beginning to accept online orders
roughly a year ago, The Cupcake Collection
in Nashville, Tennessee, has had to tweak its
ordering process. “I loved saying, ‘Today, I
feel like making this,’” says CEO and founder
Mignon Francois. “But I had to go to a menu
with a daily structure. Otherwise, I’d have to
make an entire batch just to get one cupcake
[that had been ordered online].”
The bakery also requires delivery orders
be placed at least 24 hours in advance. “We
sell out most every day,” Francois says.
“If we were to offer same-day ordering,

IN GOOD COMPANY
Whether you’re delivering locally or shipping across the country,
choosing the right logistics provider is crucial.
When Chief Cookie Officer Joe Dela Pena opened Chicago’s Warm Belly Bakery in February 2016,
he knew he wanted to offer delivery. But he quickly decided that hiring a driver wasn’t
necessary. “We don’t do the volume a pizza shop would, so it didn’t make sense for us,” Dela
Pena says. “We found it was easier to use companies like Uber Eats and Grubhub.”
These businesses not only facilitate online order placing, but they also eliminate potentially
significant costs for the bakery. “It mitigated some of our liability; I would have needed an
employee to do deliveries and pay for car insurance,” Dela Pena says.
Finding the right delivery partner is also key for shipping baked goods. Aim to work with a
service provider that knows your business and products.
Paul’s Pastry Shop in Picayune, Mississippi, which began shipping items in the early 1980s, has
since narrowed its service partnerships to a single provider. “UPS agreed many years ago to
work with us on our program; it has grown with us,” explains owner Sherri Paul Thigpen. “They
supply us with boxes at no cost, and they’ve also worked with other bakeries that are licensed to
make king cakes with our recipe and packaging.”
Before committing to a delivery or shipping partner, shop around to determine which provider
will offer you the best deal in both the short and long terms.

someone who places an order online could
essentially buy something we don’t have.”

3 Decide How You’ll Process
Payments
While bakeries can process payments themselves, using a third-party vendor can reduce
the risks associated with storing consumer
information, such as data security breaches.
Paul’s Pastry Shop has customers order
through its Yahoo merchant site. “When
the order comes to us, we don't even have
their credit card number,” Thigpen says.
“None of our employees has access to
customer information.”

4 Seek Out the Best Tools and
Partners for Your Online Store
Finding software that’s well-suited for
bakeries can be challenging, according to
Janice Jucker, co-owner of Three Brothers
Bakery in Houston. “Bakeries need special
things a person who sells shirts doesn’t have
to deal with,” she says. “Some things can only
be picked up or delivered, some have to have
overnight shipping, and for some, ground is
OK. Nobody has that right out of the box.”
Jucker, who’s looking into other software
options, chose the bakery’s current externally hosted platform because it features a
perishability component. Seeking external
help also benefited the Cupcake Collection,

which partnered with a web design agency.
“These experts are telling me what I
need to think about,” Francois says. The
Cupcake Collection was recently featured
on a national TV show, and the agency
knew to check the bandwidth of the
bakery’s website prior to the episode airing.
“We saw a huge spike of people visiting
[our site] that day,” she says. “If they hadn’t
done that, the site would’ve crashed.”

WE CAN SHIP THREE TO
FOUR TIMES AS [MUCH] AS
WE USED TO WHEN WE HAD
PEOPLE TAKING CALLS.
— Sherri Paul Thigpen, owner, Paul’s Pastry Shop

Improve the Bottom Line
Online ordering may not be feasible or appropriate for all bakeries. But if you’re ready to take
the plunge, proper planning can boost profits
and efficiency—and free up your time to make
more delicious creations.
Erin Brereton is a freelance writer in Chicago.
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Working With
Social Media Inﬂuencers

5 STEPS
TO ...

A True PHO-Free Drop-in* Solution

Boost your bakery’s reputation and reach by partnering with Instagram celebrities.
Social media has grown into an information hub where consumers can learn about new products and services and get recommendations from
trusted sources. Instagram influencers—social celebrities who are experts on specific topics ranging from local dining to home goods—wield
tremendous power in guiding consumers’ purchases. And brands have noticed: Instagram influencer marketing is a billion-dollar industry, according
to agency Mediakix. As you consider the role Instagram influencers could play in your marketing, explore these tips for effective collaborations.

1

Start With
Strategy
Outline your business
goals and values
to determine
where influencer
partnerships may
fit in. When New
York’s Baked NYC
planned its 2018
marketing, the bakery
prioritized authenticity.
“We didn’t want to be
too gimmicky,” says
co-founder Matt Lewis.
The team invested in
long-term relationships
with influencers who
are skilled bakers and
devised a campaign in
which they create and
promote limited-time
offerings sold at Baked.

2

Seek Out
Inﬂuencers
Start your search on
Instagram. Find local
influencers using areaspecific hashtags, like
#DetroitFoodie. Seek
accounts that align
with your brand: Try
home bakers and dining
experts. Examining how
influencers’ audiences
engage with posts will
tell you if they’re your
target audience. And
focus on quality, not size:
Microinfluencers—social
media icons with thousands,
not hundreds of thousands,
of followers—tend to
be more affordable. And
smaller players exhibit the
best combination of follower
reach and engagement
(likes, comments and
shares), according to
influencer marketing
platform Markerly.

3

Hash Out
Your Budget

Will you host an event for influencers to try
samples? Pay them for promotion? Ink a long-term
deal? Consider your budget. “The influencer
compensation scale is all over the map,” Lewis
says. Price is shaped by campaign length,
your bakery’s alignment with the
influencer’s brand and more. Read up on
influencer payscales and ask local eateries what
they’ve paid. Or start small: Invite influencers to
your bakery or send them treats to review. Without
pay, you won’t be guaranteed promotion, but you
may get a friendly shoutout. Even these strategies
need resources though, so assess tactics early.

BATTER UP | Summer 2018

CLEAN FLAVOR PROFILE • GROWN IN THE USA

Seed Respect
While social media moves quickly,
influencers may not respond immediately.
“A lot of influencers work 40 hours a
week and do this on the side,” explains
Minneapolis-based Kim Ly Curry, also
known as Lil Miss Foodie on Instagram,
where she shares pictures with more than
40,000 followers. It’s important to be
patient and professional when
you reach out to influencers. In
addition, be polite and as clear as possible
about your intentions to ensure a positive
relationship from the start.

5

PHO functionality,
without the PHO.
Golden Flex expands the reach of non-PHO
shortenings into the more challenging baking,
icing and donut applications. Unlike most
non-PHO shortenings which suffer reduced
functionality and flexibility compared to PHO
shortenings, Golden Flex is a true PHO-free
drop-in* replacement.

4
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Measure
Success

Decide upfront what metrics
matter. Baked is tracking its new
campaign by regularly measuring the
ratio of follows to unfollows. Also, closely
monitor sales of bakery items promoted by
influencers. Social media isn’t permanent,
but if one of Baked’s influencer-created
dishes proves popular enough to earn
a lasting spot on the menu, Lewis
says, “there’s a great narrative in that
permanence.”
— Kate Rockwood
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OPPOSITES
ATTRACT

FRESH
THINKING

Strawberry Basil
Coconut Cream Puffs:
Slice prepared profiteroles in half. Spread
the top halves with coconut cream and
the bottom halves with a filling of mixed
strawberries, basil leaves and sugar.
Sandwich each cream puff together
and garnish with a candied
basil leaf.

NUTS
ABOUT TART
Strawberry-Pistachio Tart:
Finely grind pistachios and sugar,
sprinkle over puff pastry crust and
bake. Cover crust’s center with sliced
strawberries and its border with
chopped pistachios. Brush
strawberries and pistachio
border with warm jam.

A handful of modern twists
for a classic summer fruit

Frozen Strawberry
Shortcake Pops:
Skewer slices of prepared angel food
cake with ice pop sticks. Filling 3/4 of
each ice pop mold, pipe lightly sweetened
whipped cream into molds, layering
with strawberry pastry filling. Add 1
skewered cake slice to each mold.
Freeze pops overnight.

CUTIE PIES
Strawberry Cone Pies:
Cut raw pie crust into long,
thin strips. Wrap strips inside
cone-shaped molds and bake.
Let cones cool and fill with
strawberry pie filling.

Get the full recipes at
DawnFoods.com/
FreshThinking.

Sources: Hummingbird High, Martha Stewart

BERRY
BLAST

KEEP IT
COOL

